
Connecting Energy since 1952



Great experience at the service of 
energy. Great energy at the service of 
business.



Company Profile



Energy is not created...

50 years of leadership and specialist 

skills in the production of modular 

terminal boards for electrical 

panels. The top Italian manufacturer 

of power supply units for DIN rails. 

A major name in the photovoltaic 

connection market. 

A range of electrical connection and 

distribution products to suit control 

panel manufacturers and installers 

worldwide. A natural flair for 

quality, evident in all our products, 

processes and services.

A customer-centered approach that 

guarantees outstanding flexibility 

and a unique ability to come up with 

perfectly tailored solutions. 

All this makes for a successful 

business, whose mission is to 

catalyze and transform energy. 

This energy flows through every 

stage of production, sales and 

service, ensuring 100% customer 

satisfaction. 

This is Cabur: a place for energy to 

take root and grow.

Over 50 years as a 
benchmark for the 
production of terminal 
blocks for electrical 
panels. 

Leading Italian 
manufacturer of power 
supply units for DIN rails

Products distributed 
worldwide.

Quality guaranteed right 
from the design stage to 
after-sales assistance.  

Energy has been flowing  
through Cabur for well over 50 years.
Right to your door.



it is transformed. 

A business where  
quality is certified. 

First-class raw materials, 
design and testing: 
guaranteed. 

After-sales service you 
can rely on.

Respect for  
the environment 
we live in.  

Thanks to our long experience in the field and ongoing cooperation with international 

entities and institutes, Cabur products are compliant with the most stringent quality 

standards. 

This outstanding, tangible quality is attested  by the numerous certifications 

awarded to Cabur products over the years by national and international entities. 

These include ISO 9001, for the quality system, and ISO 14001, certifying respect for 

the environment. 

Quality is guaranteed through the careful attention paid at the design stage, in 

the choice of materials and components and throughout the production process, 

with numerous tests carried out on each product in line with the specific requests 

received from each customer. 

The icing on the quality cake is the comprehensive, accurate, carefully targeted 

after-sales service, able to resolve potential problems in real time. This is Cabur’s 

quality trademark.  

How  
quality is 
monitored. 

SINCE 1952



Derived from Energy...

Terminal blocks for rails and panels  

Terminal blocks are what  

Cabur does best, the jewel in our 

corporate crown. Our range of 

modular terminal blocks  

for electrical panels is the result of 

decades of experience and a  

unique talent for tuning into the 

needs of the market. 

Our wide range of articles is 

suitable for a variety of different 

uses, and includes a full set of 

accessories. 

 

Cabur’s Speed Rail software  

allows terminal boards to be  

made quickly and easily, and a 

tailor-made assembly service  

can also be requested. 

 » screw-clamp, spring-clamp and 
  insulation displacement terminal 
  blocks 

 » feed-through terminals 
  with various sections 

 » terminal blocks with special 
  functions and accessories 

 » terminal blocks for DIN rails  
  or panels 

 » terminal blocks and terminal  
  boards for civil and industrial  
  electrical installations

 » all the accessories required  
  to fix and treat wires 

Well over 50 years 
of work, research 
and development.  

The Cabur range includes 
terminal blocks made from 
two different types of plastic:

 » polyamide, for use at 
  temperatures from -40C° to 80°C

 » melamine, for use at 
  temperatures from -40°C a 115°C

In detail:



produced by Cabur.

Electronic products 

Cabur of fers customers a complete range  

of electronic products for industrial machiner y  

and systems automation, as well as process control 

and installations in general. 

User-fr iendly and simple to handle for both 

distr ibutors and spare par ts warehouses,  

these products are specifically designed  

for industrial applications. They are the result  

of ongoing research aimed at optimizing 

per formance and maximizing ef ficiency, even  

in critical environments.

 » power supply units with  
  switching, linear and filtered  
  technology, all guaranteed to  
  improve performance by   
  cutting temperatures and  
  energy dispersed. 

 » compact electromechanical  
  relay modules and solid-state 

  relays that guarantee greater 
  current carrying capacity, 
  allowing for flexible solutions 
  and easier maintenance. 

 » versatile multi-function  
  analog converters

 » EMI filters

 » signal converters

 » passive interfaces

 » full set of accessories

Products designed  
to be reliable even under  
the most extreme conditions.

SINCE 1952

In detail:



Connecting Energy...

Harnessing the sun,  
safeguarding the environment: 
another of our strengths.

Connection and protection 

systems for photovoltaic 

installations 

The aim of this range is to meet 

the multiple specific connection 

requirements of photovoltaic 

installations.

The ratification of the Kyoto 

Treaty and a growing awareness 

of environmental issues have 

encouraged many public and 

private operators, in various 

countries, to move towards 

renewable energy sources.

Once again, Cabur was ready to 

rise to the challenge, by coming 

up with a set of products for 

photovoltaic applications that 

offer superb technical features 

and guarantee outstanding 

performance. 

The Cabur Solar range is the fruit 

of our long experience in the field 

of terminal blocks and electronic 

products, as applied to photovoltaic 

installations.  

 » mobile and panel connectors 

 » string boxes – connection  
  panels for photovoltaic strings 

 » surge protection devices (SPD)

 » fuse holders, fuses, diodes, 
  terminal blocks and other 
  components for panels 

 » wires 

 » tools

 » first installation kit  

In detail:



and transmitting it. SINCE 1952

Zooming in on the detail: 
little pieces that make  
a big difference. 

Professional marking systems 

Simpler, more efficient marking systems: this is the 

main aim of Cabur’s range of products for identifying 

terminal blocks, wires, push-buttons, contactors 

and other elements for control panels and electrical 

installations. 

The CaburJet printer, with its innovative “Plug&Print” 

technology, is the most versatile on the market, 

and is easy to install and operate. Boasting Cabur’s 

trademark quality and attention to detail, it is 

able to meet a full range of professional marking 

requirements by printing on multiple tag and plate 

formats. 

Cabur also offers a customized tag marking service, 

using files created by the customer with MarKing Pro, 

a versatile professional software with an intuitive 

interface 

 

 » printers and plotters 

 » tags for terminal blocks 

 » tags and sleeves for  
  marking wires

 » modular strips

 » tracks for plates

 » printer and plotter accessories 

 » marking pro software

 » plates and plate holders 

In detail:



Where Energy flows. 

Cabur’s 15,000 m2 operational 

headquarters are in the firm’s home 

area of Altare (Savona, Italy),  

and products are distributed 

worldwide, with two branches  

in Brazil and France. 



Protecting and defending  

the environment matters to us here 

in Cabur. This brochure has been 

printed on paper from responsibly 

managed forests and other sources 

checked and certified by the  

Forest Stewardship Council (FSC).



Cabur Srl

17041 - Altare (SV)

Località Isola Grande, 45 - IT

T. +39 019 58999.1

F. +39 019 58999280

www.cabur.eu

info@cabur.it

French branch

Cabur France

26, avenue Condorcet

71880 Chatenoy le Royal

T. +33 38.54.84.910

F. +33 (0) 3.85.41.17.60

www.cabur.eu

cmarechal@cabur.eu

Brazilian branch

Cabur Latin America Ltda

Rua Pedroso de Camargo, 42

04717-010 Chàcara Santo Antonio

São Paulo - SP

T. +55 (11) 5182-9317

F. +55 (11) 5183-2566

www.cabur.eu

comercial@caburbrasil.com.br
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